
LCM or HCF?

For each question, do you need to calculate 
the Lowest Common Multiple or the Highest Common Factor?

f) For PE, Mr Jones wants to make mixed groups with an equal amount 
of girls in each, & an equal amount of boys in each. 
There are 40 boys & 32 girls. How many groups can he make?

a) Kyle goes to the gym every 2 days. Tracy goes to the gym every 6 days.
They met at the gym on Saturday. 
On which day of the week will they meet next?

b) Tammy has a 16 cm length of liquorice & a 24 cm strip of liquorice. 
Using the two pieces, she wants to cut equal-length strips & waste nothing.
What is the maximum length of the equal-sized pieces?

e) A company stacks two types of boxes next to each other. 
One type of box is 10 cm tall, the other is 8 cm tall.
What is the lowest height where both stacks are equal in height?

d) Ms Yates is making classroom packs for other teachers. 
She has 25 board pens & 30 protractors that she wants to split equally.
How many packs can she make with no pens or protractors left behind?

c) Rashid is buying plates & cups for a party. Plates come in packs of 6 & 
cups come in packs of 8. How many packs of each does he need to buy to 
have an equal amount of plates & cups?

h) Jess has a tea-break every 30 minutes. Liam has a tea break every 
50 minutes. They were both on a break at 9:00 am. What time will they be
on break at the same time next?

g) Workbooks come in packs of 15. Revision guides come in packs of 12.
Mr Smyth wants to have an equal number of both. 
What is the minimum quantity of each pack he must buy? 
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a) Kyle goes to the gym every 2 days. Tracy goes to the gym every 6 days.
They met at the gym on Saturday. 
On which day of the week will they meet next?

b) Tammy has a 16 cm length of liquorice & a 24 cm strip of liquorice. 
Using the two pieces, she wants to cut equal-length strips & waste nothing.
What is the maximum length of the equal-sized pieces?

e) A company stacks two types of boxes next to each other. 
One type of box is 10 cm tall, the other is 8 cm tall.
What is the lowest height where both stacks are equal in height?

d) Ms Yates is making classroom packs for other teachers. 
She has 25 board pens & 30 protractors that she wants to split equally.
How many packs can she make with no pens or protractors left behind?

c) Rashid is buying plates & cups for a party. Plates come in packs of 6 & 
cups come in packs of 8. How many packs of each does he need to buy to 
have an equal amount of plates & cups?
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50 minutes. They were both on a break at 9:00 am. What time will they be
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Mr Smyth wants to have an equal number of both. 
What is the minimum quantity of each pack he must buy? 
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LCM or HCF?

For each question, do you need to calculate 
the Lowest Common Multiple or the Highest Common Factor?

f) For PE Mr Jones wants to split boys & girls equally into as many 
different groups as possible. There are 56 boys & 70 girls.
How many groups can be made? How many boys & girls are in each group?

b) Kyle goes to the gym every 3 days. Tracy goes to the gym every 5 days.
They met at the gym on Saturday. 
On which day of the week will they meet next?

c) Tammy has a 45 cm length of liquorice & a 36 cm strip of liquorice. 
Using the two pieces, she wants to cut equal-length strips & waste nothing.
What is the maximum length of the equal-sized pieces?

d) A company stacks two types of boxes next to each other. 
One type of box is 15 cm tall, the other is 8 cm tall.
What is the lowest height where both stacks are equal in height?

e) Ms Yates is making classroom packs for other teachers. 
She has 60 board pens & 48 protractors that she wants to split equally.
How many packs can she make with no pens or protractors left behind?
How many pens are in each pack?

a) Rashid is buying plates & cups for a party. Plates come in packs of 8 & 
cups come in packs of 10. How many packs of each does he need to buy to 
have an equal amount of plates & cups?

g) Jess has a tea-break every 50 minutes. Liam has a tea break every 
45 minutes. They were both on a break at 9:30 am. What time will they be
on break at the same time next?

h) Workbooks come in packs of 25. Revision guides come in packs of 30.
Mr Smyth wants to have an equal number of both. 
How many packs of workbooks does he need to buy?
How many packs of revision guides does he need to buy?
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c) Tammy has a 45 cm length of liquorice & a 36 cm strip of liquorice. 
Using the two pieces, she wants to cut equal-length strips & waste nothing.
What is the maximum length of the equal-sized pieces?

d) A company stacks two types of boxes next to each other. 
One type of box is 15 cm tall, the other is 8 cm tall.
What is the lowest height where both stacks are equal in height?

e) Ms Yates is making classroom packs for other teachers. 
She has 60 board pens & 48 protractors that she wants to split equally.
How many packs can she make with no pens or protractors left behind?
How many pens are in each pack?

a) Rashid is buying plates & cups for a party. Plates come in packs of 8 & 
cups come in packs of 10. How many packs of each does he need to buy to 
have an equal amount of plates & cups?

g) Jess has a tea-break every 50 minutes. Liam has a tea break every 
45 minutes. They were both on a break at 9:30 am. What time will they be
on break at the same time next?

h) Workbooks come in packs of 25. Revision guides come in packs of 30.
Mr Smyth wants to have an equal number of both. 
How many packs of workbooks does he need to buy?
How many packs of revision guides does he need to buy?
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